
Three Services in One!
• Blocks outbound Long Distance Calls 

without a Pass Code
• Sets minute restrictions for your Budget 

Phone service offerings
• Accounting service for client call times

The OCM
- Controls the type of calls that are placed from a 

subscriber’s phone.
- Restricts access to specific phone numbers.
- “Blocks” or “Allows” call types, including International, 

10-10-X, Operator, Long Distance, and Local.

Budget Toll Lets You Offer a Basic Phone Service
A subscriber is allotted a specific number of minutes per 
month. When more than 100 minutes of time remain, the 
feature is transparent to the user. An announcement will be 
provided to the caller when calls are originated with less than 
100 minutes of time remaining. Once the allotted time has been
depleted, a subscriber attempting to place a non-911 call will 
receive an announcement stating that their time has expired 
and they will be unable to place the call.

Web Portal Customer Care
With the new HTML5 format, subscribers can 
manage their allowed / blocked lists and set up 
Account Code credentials.

Account Code Plus
- Providers can require an Account Code before 

placing calls.
- Account codes are verified against a predefined

list of codes that are valid for that subscriber.
- Blocking of international calls can be set up.
- Blocking for any type of non-911 outbound calls 

for residential and commercial accounts can be 
configured.

- Time limitations on calls to specific numbers can 
be initiated.

- This feature could be used to monitor call minute 
usage for efficiency or employee abuse.

“OCM gives us a reliable way to limit the number
of local calling minutes in our SAFEtel Product here
at TCT.” 

Richard Wardell, Network Operations Manager TCT, 
Basin, WY
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